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Abstract

A survey of the northeastern margin of the Rockall Trough on the Irish margin examined the transition from shelf edge to

basin floor, in morphology and sedimentary activity, of a deeply incised submarine canyon system, the Donegal Bay submarine

canyon. The survey produced superb 3D profiling of the canyon along its entire length, marking a transition from dcauliflowerT
shaped head region with numerous tributary gullies feeding into one main canyon, to a single trunk canyon. This canyon, with

an initial combined width and depth of N17 km and N800 m in the dcauliflowerT head area, decreases rapidly to N4.5 km wide

and N450 m deep after the zone of tributary confluence. Eighteen kilometers further down dip, the canyon loses topographic

expression as it approaches the lower rise and floor of the Rockall Trough.

Degrees of recent sedimentary activity are evaluated by comparing side scan sonar systems of different frequency, and thus

of different penetration sub sea, and by ground-truthing using drop (gravity) cores. The canyon was a very active system,

dominated by sand transportation towards the floor of the Rockall Trough, along the slope as coarse-grained contourite, or as

sand spillover from the shelf. Sand was also deposited as overbank deposits outside the main head region of the canyon,

presumably by large volume turbidity currents and more active lateral gullies. The head area of the canyon system has been

progressively cut off from sand source by progressive sea level rise since the last glaciation. Sand was locally deposited on

terraces but not in the overbank area. Less frequent, lower volume and finer grained turbidity currents have become more

common in the system. The initial sand and bypass-dominated system with small sediment waves, which may be gravels, has

become dominated by muddy debrites in the lower reaches and by slumps in the upper reaches. Slumping in those upper reaches

leads to ponding of sand in the head and upper reach areas, with only very occasional turbidity currents transporting sand

further down the system in small channels.
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A model is produced to explain the mechanism and expression of backfilling in a large deep-water canyon system whose

hinterland has been flooded back since glacial drawdown of sea level in the eastern Rockall Trough area. This model explains

how sand may be trapped in large volumes in the upper reaches of a canyon system, due to slumping from the canyon margins

and nearby upper slope regions. The focusing of sand deposition in areas where this is not usually expected will have important

implications for hydrocarbon explorationists who wish to map the distribution of potential reservoir sand bodies within large,

confined deep-water canyon systems.

D 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Canyon morphology

There are few documented examples of canyons

from their head regions down to where they usually

lose topographic expression on the lower slope,

though some recent papers illustrate seafloor render-

ings from 3D seismic datasets (e.g. Barrufini et al.,

2000). Industrial seismic datasets are rarely collected

on lower slope areas where working petroleum sys-

tems are assumed not to work due to the lack of burial

of potential source rocks, so most of these renderings,

though usually spectacular, do not extend the full

length of the canyon system. There are some exam-

ples of sidescan sonar datasets where canyons have

been followed for long distances (Cronin et al., 1995).

For the moment, we still rely on conventional models

for deep-water canyons (e.g. Shepard, 1977; Scruton

and Talwani, 1982).

As a general rule, canyons typically have sinu-

ous courses with straight sections; floors which

deepen seawards; a V-shaped profile which is lost

as the adjacent continental slope reduces in gradi-

ent; tributaries, which are normally gullies in the

canyon head region; and currents which move up

and down their axes even at very great depth,

typically with tidal periodicities, or episodic turbid-

ity currents. They are normally associated with

large rivers (e.g. Amazon Canyon: Heezen and

Tharp, 1961; Damuth et al., 1983); rare on gentle

slopes, and densely spaced on steeper slopes; ero-

sive into any substrate; and older features, where

the canyon head is more deeply recessed into the

slope, or indeed, back across the shelf, indicating

that canyons develop shorewards by headward ero-

sion (Shepard and Marshall, 1978). Younger can-
yons are typically incised several hundred meters

below the shelf break. The morphologies of can-

yons are usually divided into four geomorphological

categories (Cronin, 1994):

(i) Canyon heads: Canyon head regions have been

described as amphitheatre-shaped areas with

steep rims (Belderson and Stride, 1969; Kenyon

et al., 1978). The oldest canyon on any one

slope is usually the canyon whose head is high-

est on the continental slope. Though tidal peri-

odicities are recorded in the lower reaches of

canyons using current meters, turbidity currents

are thought to be the most important process in

the head region (Shepard and Marshall, 1978;

Shepard, 1982). In summary, conventional mod-

els for canyon heads indicate that they are active

features which erode upslope and will ulti-

mately erode across the shelf; they entrain

shelf sediments, and funnel them basinwards;

they usually have currents moving through them

most of the time, both up and down canyon

axis; and turbidity currents account for most

of the intermittent flow through canyon heads,

and in combination with slumps, slides and

debris flows, are thought to be the main cause

of headward erosion.

(ii) Canyon axes: Canyon axes may be straight for

some sections but are locally sinuous, and are

commonly deflected by fault line escarpments

(e.g. Cap Ferret, Cap Breton and Guinivec Can-

yons, Brittany: Kenyon et al., 1978; Baltimore

and Wilmington Canyons, northeastern US con-

tinental slope: Twichell and Roberts, 1982;

Almeria Canyon, SE Spain: Cronin, 1995, Cro-

nin et al., 1995), or other seafloor topography

such as slumps (e.g. Lagos Canyon, Gulf of
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Cadiz: Gardner and Kidd, 1983; Monterey Fan

Canyon: Gardner et al., 1991) or salt domes

(Shepard and Emery, 1973). Otherwise, the

chief control on planform geometry of deep-

water canyons appears to be slope gradient

(Belderson and Kenyon, 1976). In summary,

deep-water canyon axis orientation is usually

driven by underlying structure, courses are

strongly affected by a range of seafloor topog-

raphy, and spacing appears to be controlled by

slope gradient.

(iii) Canyon walls: Canyon walls are usually V-

shaped, and this profile changes downslope,

in contrast to the U-shaped gullies which feed

the canyons in the head region, and of deep-

sea channels, which are usually flat-bottomed

(Carter, 1988). Most canyon walls are steep

or vertical, with local terracing giving most

canyons a dsteerheadT profile (e.g. Gollum

Channel System: Wheeler et al., 2003). A

downslope change in canyon profile from

V-shaped initially to U-shaped until the can-

yon eventually loses topographic expression,

has been observed by many workers (e.g.

Malahoff et al., 1982; Twichell and Roberts,

1982).

(iv) Distal canyon reaches: Distal parts of canyons

have not been imaged routinely. Most documen-

ted observations of lower canyon reaches date

back to the 80s. Canyons develop thalwegs in

their lower reaches and these thalwegs channels

may have significant dimensions (e.g. Stoe-

chades Canyon thalwegs, 300–500 m wide

and 25–75 m deep: Le Pichon and Renard,

1982; St Tropez Canyon, 200 m wide and 700

m deep: Le Pichon and Renard, 1982). These

thalwegs are also made remarkable by the fact

they rarely have a talus, which suggests that

lateral slumping of material from the canyon

and thalwegs walls is transferred into axial

transport within the thalwegs. These thalwegs,

found in most canyon lower reaches, pass into

constructional channels once the canyon has lost

topographic expression. There may be an inter-

vening transitional zone, called a canyon-fan

transition, which is characterized by a rise area

dissected by channels with an erosional aspect

(Akhmetzhanov et al., 2003).
1.2. Canyon evolution and filling

Current understanding of deep-water canyons, par-

ticularly those fed by subaerial drainage systems, is

that they form initially by retrogressive slumping on

the upper continental slope (e.g. Bouma et al., 1985:

Mississippi), and are maintained by funnelled density

flows. In studies of the Pliocene–Pleistocene eustatic

cycles in the Gulf of Mexico, the activity within the

Mississippi Canyon began as sea level fell (where

mass-transport complexes were deposited as the can-

yon was excavated). At the lowest point of sea level

sand was transported through the canyon into the deep

basin as channel levee systems, and as sea level began

to rise 30,000 years ago, deposition on the turbidite

fan ceased, and in the canyon area continued well into

the Holocene (12,000–11,000 years BP). As this pe-

riod corresponded to deglaciation, large volumes of

sediment continued to be funnelled through the Mis-

sissippi Canyon during transgression (Bouma et al.,

1989; Weimer, 1990). Sequence stratigraphic models

show cessation in turbidite deposition in shorter sub-

marine canyons, or those not fed by major rivers,

suggesting that submarine canyon activity stops just

prior to transgression (e.g. Posamentier and Vail,

1988).

Outcrop studies of canyon fills typically recognize

canyon fills that include chaotic deposits and thin-

bedded turbidites, with locally developed coarse-

grained, usually lenticular bodies, particularly in the

lower part of the fill (e.g. Doheny Channel, Piper and

Normark, 1971; San Carlos submarine canyon, Mor-

ris and Busby-Spera, 1988; Charo Canyon, Mutti et

al., 1988; Point Lobos submarine canyon, Clifton,

1981, 1984; Cronin, 1994; Cronin and Kidd, 1998).

In all of these examples, the submarine canyons are

interpreted to have been excavated initially due to

major external factors such as sea level fall or recon-

figuration of slope morphology by thrusting. Their

fills are then made up of one or more broadly fining-

upwards sequences, typically with clast-supported

conglomerates on an erosive surface (always inter-

preted as residual lags) and usually capped with thick

mud-prone intervals. In short, ancient submarine can-

yon fills are interpreted to reflect (a) erosion by

excavation of the upper slope by mass wasting; (b)

sediment bypass to the deep basin, (c) a major filling

phase; and (d) thin-bedded turbidites, probably con-
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centrated by the local topography (Piper and Nor-

mark, 1971).

Clearly, a lot of what we know about the down-

slope evolution and interpreted behaviour of subma-

rine canyons on deep-water slopes is still rooted in

work from the 70s and 80s, with some excellent case

studies appearing in recent years. As more examples

of high resolution 3D seismic data showing renderings

of the seafloor, multibeam bathymetry surveys, and

deep-towed side scan sonar surveys of slopes are

acquired, we will develop a better understanding of

these systems. However at present, little is known

about the longer-term behaviour of canyons, and

their mechanisms of filling. This is important for oil

and gas exploration and production from slope can-

yons. Current thinking on the distribution of potential

reservoir facies, particularly sand bodies, has canyons

as zones of bypass as they develop, which backfill

with sand as their hinterland floods back, and then get

plugged with mud. This paper is an example of a

modern deep-water canyon that was surveyed from

the head area on the upper continental slope, down to

the upper rise area at the base of slope, with two

different side scan sonar tools. Ground-truthing of

the acoustic facies allowed the mapping of sand on

the present sea floor and in the shallow subsurface, to

test some of the models for sand distribution in these

features. It is hoped that the models produced will be

used as a proxy for predicting sand distribution in the

types of scenarios described.

The objective of this study was to examine the

planform expression of the Donegal Bay deep-water

canyon system on the NE Rockall Margin, and to

design a sampling strategy to recover sediment from

different parts of the canyon, to test the recent activity

of the system. Two side scan sonar systems were used,

the medium range OKEAN and the deep-towed high

frequency O.R.A.Tech systems, which operate at dif-

ferent frequencies and thus produce sonar mosaics

that have different depths of penetration. These two

systems were compared with parts of the TOBI

(Towed Ocean Bottom Instrument) side scan sonar

data collected on the Irish Margin by the Southampton

Oceanography Centre (S.O.C.) as part of the ENAM

II project (see Stoker and Hitchen, 2003 for ENAM II

objectives and results summary). Sediment was recov-

ered using a 6 m gravity corer. Usually, areas of high

backscattering on the side scan sonar mosaics were
targeted, to examine sand distribution at or near the

sea floor in the canyon area. Such a survey over much

of the length of a deep-water canyon system would

highlight that the mechanisms of sediment transport,

chiefly from sediment gravity flows, have changed

over time as the canyon has progressively shut down.

This would thus allow testing of the simple assump-

tions that are routinely made about canyon backfilling

and shutdown in response to relative sea level rise.
2. Geological setting

The Rockall Trough is situated to the west of

the Hebridean and Irish Shelves on the NE Atlantic

European Margin; the deeper parts of the basin are

mostly within Irish territorial waters (Fig. 1). It is a

major NE–SW trending sedimentary basin that

extends as far to the north as the Wyville–Thomson

Ridge, NW of the Faeroes, where it is 1000 m

deep. It increases in depth to the SW to 4000 m

as it opens out into the Porcupine Trough. The

Rockall Trough is between 200 and 250 km wide,

and is flanked to the east by the Hebridean and Irish

shelves, and to the west by the Rockall Plateau and

adjacent smaller banks to the north (Stoker and

Hitchen, 2003). The deeper part of the Rockall Trough,

below the 2000 m isobath, extends across approxi-

mately half of the basin, from the late Cretaceous–

early Palaeogene volcanic edifices of the Anton Dohrn

and Hebrides Terrace Seamounts, to the SW. The

complex configuration of plateaus, troughs and sea

mounts on this highly topographically irregular

ocean margin is a reflection of Mesozoic–Cenozoic

rifting that led to the opening of the NE Atlantic Ocean

in the early Eocene. This phase has been overprinted

by later, post-Eocene subsidence, Oligo-Miocene com-

pression associated with the Alpine orogeny and late

Neogene uplift (Dore et al., 1999; Naylor et al., 1999).

The study area is located on the northeastern mar-

gin of the Rockall Trough on the Irish Margin to the

west of the Malin Shelf, offshore Eire. This region is

on the dividing line of a major change in the mor-

phology of the deep-water slopes on that basin margin

flank. To the north of the study area the Hebridean and

east Rockall Bank shelves have seen considerable

uplift since the early Pliocene, with the shelf margins

having prograded by up to 50 km (Stoker and



Fig. 1. Location of the northeastern Rockall Trough margin and study area. Bathymmetric data source: GEBCO. SSF: Sula Sgeir Fan; BF: Barra

Fan; DF: Donegal Fan; RKB: Rockall Bank; N.I.: Northern Ireland; Smt: Seamount.
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Hitchen, 2003). This uplift was related to the regional

Miocene uplift that also strongly affected the northern

North Sea. The Sula Sgeir Fan off the NW Hebridean

shelf, the Barra Fan southwest of the outer Hebrides

(north of the Hebrides Terrace seamount) and the

Donegal Fan (immediately to the north of the study

area) are the most prominent of these progradational

wedges, and record extensive shelf glaciation since

the mid-Pleistocene (Stoker and Hitchen, 2003). To

the south of the study area towards the western flanks

of the Porcupine Bank, the slope has a destructive

profile and is characterized by mass-wasting that has

persisted since the late Palaeogene (Stoker et al.,

2001). The complex topography that resulted from

this structural configuration of elements implies that

the entire margin has had a profound influence on

palaeoceanographic circulation and deep-water sedi-

mentation. The eastern margin of the Rockall Trough

in particular has been constructed by a combination of

along slope and downslope processes, and is referred
to as a sediment loaded (in contrast to a sediment-

starved) slope, with turbidite fans (e.g. Sula Sgeir Fan,

Barra Fan, Donegal Fan; Fig. 1) overlying and inter-

digitating with older and contemporary along slope

sediment drift deposits (Stoker and Hitchen, 2003).

Along-slope transport of sand is known from the

upper slope in this area (Kenyon, 1986).

The general morphology of the southern Rockall

Trough on the Irish margin is known from previous

surveys. The slope is characterized by a series of

canyons which cut back almost to shelf break, and

another series of associated canyons which appear to

initiate part or halfway down the continental slope.

These canyons have areas of high backscatter associ-

ated with their floors. Apart from the rare but often

dramatic canyon and channel features, the slope is

characterized by a series of features indicative of

mass wasting. These include slumps, slides, slump

scars, failure terraces (oriented parallel to slope), and

other more enigmatic features that could be inter-
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preted as sedimentary bodies beyond the canyon

mouths, or bodies scattered across the slope, of un-

known origin or composition.

The Donegal Bay Canyon (first named here) is the

focus of examination within the study area, and is the

most prominent submarine canyon surveyed in detail

to date in the region. The head region is located at

approximately N55845VW10840V, below the shelf

break to the west of Donegal Bay in the Republic of

Ireland. Its existence has been known for some time,

and it is shown as a marked wide embayment into the

shelf edge profile in many atlases (e.g. Times Books,

1999).
3. OKEAN side scan sonar and 3.5 kHz profile

data

The study area was surveyed using OKEAN, a

Russian medium-range sidescan sonar tool, a hull-

mounted 3.5 kHz profiling system, and simultaneous-

ly with multichannel seismic. Fig. 2 shows the profile

tracks over the study area from the upper to lower

slope. Fig. 3 shows the OKEAN side scan sonar

mosaic, with high backscattering areas shown in

light shades, and lower backscattering areas shown

in darker shades. Cores locations are also highlighted

and will be discussed below in the ground-truthing

section. Fig. 4 shows an interpretation of the

OKEAN mosaic, which clearly shows the Donegal

Bay submarine canyon. The head area is impressive,

with a large dcauliflowerT shaped amphitheatre up to

20 km in diameter, fed into by a network of incised

tributary gullies just below the shelf break. The

OKEAN shows this area to be broadly highly back-

scattering in character, interpreted to correspond to

mud-poor and sand-rich sediment at or near the

canyon floor. The middle and lower parts of the

OKEAN mosaic are medium backscattering in char-

acter, and this is interpreted to reflect depositional

topography. This part of the slope shows one main

trunk canyon running downslope from the complex

head region.

The 3.5 kHz hull-mounted profiling survey was

carried out simultaneously with the seismic and

OKEAN data acquisition, at a speed of 6 knots.

The data were of superb quality, and were used

initially for the siting of gravity core locations. Sub-
sequently the profiles were used more systematically

to describe the shallow subsurface and the sea floor

topography. Fig. 5 shows the 3.5 kHz lines from the

entire survey area (Fig. 2) from just below the shelf

break to the lower slope area. This figure is thus a 3-

dimensional figure down the complete Donegal Bay

Canyon. A series of 15 acoustic facies were ob-

served and a scheme of their characteristics is pre-

sented (Fig. 6). In the section below, the main

features are described and interpreted. A generalized

map of the acoustic facies distribution is shown in

Fig. 7.

The survey area has three different characteristic

geographic regions of sea floor with associated acous-

tic facies, specific features and sediment recovery

from core. These three areas are (i) erosional area;

(ii) erosional and depositional area; and (iii) deposi-

tional area (Fig. 4).

3.1. Erosional area (lines PSAT 160, 159, 163, 162)

3.1.1. Erosional canyon

Figs. 4 and 5 show that the upper headward parts

of the Donegal Canyon are characterized by evidence

for erosion-dominated processes. Fig. 7 shows that

from 1000 to 2000 m water depths, the acoustic facies

are dominated by 3A, 4A, 5 and 6, which are facies

indicative as hard bottom or outcrop, separated by

areas of parallel acoustic bedding, which increase in

width down system. From 1000 to 1500 m the sea

floor is dominated by closely spaced, V-shaped gullies

separated by ridges. The gullies become tributary to

one another within a broader deep-water valley at

1500 m. The valley width expands rapidly to almost

20 km with a maximum depth of 625 m at this zone of

confluence of the V-shaped gullies. At 1800 m water

depth the sea floor is dominated by one trunk valley

with a width of just over 5 km, and with associated

levees, overbank area, terraces and valley thalwegs.

The valley has the typical characteristics of a

dsteerheadT channel profile. It is ca. 450 m deep

with walls of poor acoustic response.

3.1.2. Intervening ridges

Between the gullies and trunk valley area are in-

tervening areas that are characterized by a variety of

acoustic facies. In the erosional head region the ridges

have internal reflections (e.g. Fig. 5, PSAT 160, 159).
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Those ridges bordering the main Donegal Canyon

show typically strong acoustic response with moder-

ate to deep penetration (facies 1D). The ridges thus

have a constructional appearance that contrasts with

the erosive nature of the gullies and canyons. The

ridges are interpreted to be a combination of erosional

remnants of slope sediments into which the gullies

and canyons have incised, and local evidence of levee

build-up.
3.1.3. Transparent lenses

There is evidence for transparent lenses on the

acoustic profiles in the erosional head area, though

these are restricted to PSAT 159, within the main valley

profile, where they have a hummocky appearance and

laterally restricted occurrence (facies 6). The lenses

have a transparent seismic character and are associated

with local slope changes. They aremuchmore common

in lower reaches of the system. They are interpreted as
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either slumps from the valley walls or as muddy debris

flow deposits filling an older, wider valley, that have

subsequently been eroded near the thalwegs.

3.1.4. Mounded features

A fourth feature observed on the erosional area of

the slope was that of transparent mounds on the

terrace of the Donegal Canyon. The best of these is

seen on the northern side of PSAT-162 at a water
depth of about 2100 m (Fig. 6, facies 6). This

mound is internally transparent on the acoustic profile.

Its origin is unknown.

3.2. Mixed erosional-depositional area (lines PSAT-

167, 166, 170)

The second geographic area is one with evidence

for combined erosion and deposition (Figs. 4 and 5).
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The main Donegal Canyon is one distinct trunk feeder

channel between water depths of 2200 and 2500 m,

with smaller channels feeding in from the south and

north. There is evidence for hard sea floor bottom

locally, particularly on the floor of the canyon and the

smaller channel. The canyon loses topographic ex-

pression rapidly, down to less than 100 m deep.
3.2.1. Canyon

The Donegal Canyon has reduced in depth, has a

flat bottom, with rough sea floor topography including

remnants of the ridges seen in the erosional part of the

upper slope. The canyon is less than 150 m deep and 4

km wide. Two of the canyons which are seen at the

edge of the survey area (PSAT-166, Fig. 5) are filled
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Fig. 6. Acoustic facies scheme for the Irish Margin in the vicinity of the Donegal Bay Canyon (left), with Damuth and Hayes (1977) for

comparison (right).
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with transparent acoustic facies (facies 2B; locally

facies 2A and facies 2C). The main Donegal Canyon

has higher acoustic penetration (facies 1B).

3.2.2. Transparent lenses

The intervening low-relief ridges seen on PSAT-

166 in the middle of the erosional–depositional area

have small transparent lenses, in addition to those

recognized at the bases of the smaller feeder canyons.

These lenses are found predominantly on the slopes of
the ridges. Some of the lenses seen on the canyon

floors can be traced laterally, updip, onto flatter or

steeper areas of slope. These lenses are interpreted

here as muddy debris flow deposits.

3.3. Lower Slope area (lines PSAT 169, 173, 172,

175)

This geographic area includes the lower reaches of

the Donegal Bay Canyon. Depths range from 2595 to
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2665 m, which is a relatively flat area compared with

the other two areas. A generally strong reflector char-

acter with rough topography is observed, with either

parallel acoustic bedding (facies 1, 3B) or transparent

lenses (facies 2).

3.3.1. Transparent lenses

The lower reaches of the Donegal Bay Canyon are

characterized by laterally extensive transparent

acoustic facies lenses, which are locally sheet-like

in geometry, and are concentrated in topographic

lows. These lenses are seen on the lower profiles in

Fig. 5. Typically the lenses pass laterally or pinchout

onto topographic highs with facies 3A acoustic char-

acter. Lenses are present at depth ranges between

2650 and 2740 m, and are of variable thickness.

The thickest lens (b7 m) is partially on a slope to

the east where it onlaps or passes into diffuse and

then sharp reflectors, though several of the lenses are

seen to abruptly terminate against areas with very

sharp, sometimes even vertical terminations. One of

the wider lenses is 2 km wide. This lens occupies the

much shallower (75 m deep) down dip reach of the

Donegal Bay Canyon.

The transparent lenses are interpreted as canyon

mouth depositional areas occupied by slump or deb-

rite deposits and perhaps coarser material, bordered

on the slopes on either side by hemipelagic material.

The debris flow deposits appear to infill an eroded

canyon topography. There is evidence for erosion

here with a terraced erosive cut that is filled by

debrite material, which is probably muddy. The west-

ern margin of the valley appears to be associated

with faults.
4. O.R.A.Tech side scan sonar data

The O.R.A.Tech side scan sonar is a high-resolu-

tion system that was operated at 100 kHz providing a

swath of 1000 m (500 m each side). The vehicle was

towed at about 50 m above the seabed. The

O.R.A.Tech system also includes an acoustic sub-

bottom profile (SBP) that operates at 7 kHz in order

to give good resolution.

One O.R.A.Tech profile was designed on the

basis of backscatter characteristics of a previous

TOBI (towed ocean bottom instrument) survey in
the area (S.O.C., unpublished data), and information

gathered from the OKEAN mosaic collected during

this leg (Fig. 3). High backscattering features on the

TOBI were thought to be sand or gravel features,

within a broader canyon morphology. An exercise in

ground-truthing and comparison of side scan sonar

tools with different depths of penetration and reso-

lution was undertaken to resolve the enigmatic fea-

tures, and this is discussed in more detail in the

next section.

4.1. ORAT 39 description

The O.R.A.Tech deep-towed 100 kHz side scan

sonar provided detailed (high resolution) imaging of

the area surveyed. Line 39 (Fig. 2) is positioned in the

lower reaches of the down slope-running canyon sys-

tem on the continental rise of the Irish margin. The

line runs from 55804VN–10857VW to 54852VN–
11812VW in a NE–SW direction. It is about 24 km

long and located halfway between the 3.5 kHz profile

and OKEAN/seismic lines PSAT 169 and PSAT 170

(Fig. 3). The positioning of ORAT 39 was based upon

the previous TOBI 30 kHz side scan mosaic in which

some of the acoustic facies were difficult to interpret

(Fig. 8).

On the basis of the O.R.A.Tech profile it is noted

that topography is flat, denoting a broadly aggrada-

tional relief. The depths range from 2580 to 2680 m.

The 2580 m depth corresponds to a topographic

elevation, which is a wide, gently sloped ridge run-

ning SE–NW as seen on the bathymetric chart (Fig.

2), on the northeastern section of the line. The 2680

m depth is correlated to the thalweg of a V-shaped

channel partly infilled with sediments of low acous-

tic backscatter that give the channel its current U-

shaped profile. It is located on the mid-section of the

line, together with five other channels of higher

backscatter and reflectivity on the profile. Four of

them are U-shaped, with very low angle walls, and

one is V-shaped with an asymmetric profile. This

system of channels is positioned on a topographic

depression correlated to the main canyon in the

upper reaches of the area surveyed by OKEAN

and 3.5 kHz profile.

Towards the southwestern end the depths gently

decrease to 2650 m, corresponding to a gently sloped

wide ridge, running SE–NW from the upper reaches
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of the area. The declivity between the deepest chan-

nels and the NE ridge is 0.18 or 1:150 (the bathym-

etry increases 1m for every 150 m). This is twice

that of the declivity between the same channel thal-

weg and the southwestern ridge, which is 0.178 or

1:300.
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(Fig. 8).
4.2. ORAT 39 acoustic facies description

Eleven acoustic facies have been recognized on

line ORAT 39 (Fig. 9). They have been classified

into four groups according to their backscatter re-

sponse and the presence of linear sea floor shapes.

The low backscatter group comprises facies 1a, 1b, 2,

3, 4a and 4b. The medium backscatter group is made

up of acoustic facies 5 and 6. Facies 7, 8 and 9 are

within the high backscatter group. The final group

comprises acoustic facies 10 and 11 that have different

patterns of linear features. All of the facies are dis-

tinctive and readily recognized. This side scan sonar

line is particularly interesting because of the large

number of contrasting backscatter patterns, whose

origins are rather enigmatic. Ground-truthing of

these acoustic facies is discussed in the next section.

The polarity on the images is positive which

implies high backscatter response is in black–dark

grey colour, and low backscatter is in light grey–

white. Fig. 8 shows the acoustic facies/backscatter

patterns along line ORAT 39. The facies can be

described as wide, linear features of approximately

180 m width. The wide, linear facies may occur

either orientated SE–NW, normal to the line (facies

1a, 1b, 2, 3, 4a, 4b, 5, 6 and 7) or oriented obliquely

(608) to the line (facies 8, 10 and 11). Only facies 9

has two different orientations. It either occurs as a

narrow, linear feature (30–200 m wide on average)

oriented both SE–NW (normal to the line) and E–W

(oblique to the line at 308 and 608) or as an irregular,

U or horseshoe-shaped (in plan view) patch, opening

to the NW.
5. Ground-truthing

A series of gravity cores were collected on the

basis of backscatter acoustic facies from the

O.R.A.Tech profile ORAT 39 and its 7.5 kHz profile,

and the 3.5 kHz profile sections (Figs. 10–13). In this

section we discuss the gravity cores from three differ-

ent geological/physiographic parts of the Irish Margin

deep-water slope, and see how the sedimentary layer-

ing may explain the backscattering on the OKEAN

and O.R.A.Tech sonographs. These three areas are: (i)

Canyon Head region; (ii) Lower Slope region and (iii)

Upper Rise region. In all regions, a pattern-coding of



Fig. 10. (A) Sedimentary core logs (depth in cm) AT-282 to AT-285G with positions on (B) 3.5 kHz hull mounted profiler line PSAT 162 and (C) on OKEAN side scan sonar mosaic.

AT-282 hit buried turbidite sand in the overbank area; AT-283 hit sand on the sea floor on a mound on the terrace; AT-284 and AT-285 both hit dstickyT debris flow that had slumped in

from the side. AT-286 was outside the line of section. See Fig. 2 for location.
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Fig. 11. 7.5 kHz O.R.A.Tech profiler line ORAT-39 (see Fig. 3) with core logs (depth in cm) AT-292 to AT-295G. AT-292 and AT-293G

penetrated muddy debrites. AT-294G penetrated into shallow turbidite sands in a narrow channel seen on the profiler. AT-295G penetrated a

wide, empty channel. Core AT-296 was not on the profile.
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the core numbers at their locations (as shown on the

sonograph details) is used. A stippled pattern is used

for those cores where sand (of both turbidity current

and bottom-reworking/contour current origin) was re-

covered, a grey pattern for reworked mud (both

muddy debris flow and slump origin), a pebble pattern

for prominent layers of clast supported gravel of

enigmatic or compound origin, and a white pattern

for hemipelagic sediment. The same patterns are used

in the core logs (Figs. 10–13).

Of the two side scan systems used on this cruise,

the OKEAN system with a frequency of 10 kHz has a

maximum penetration of 10 m, but lower resolution

than deep-towed systems. The O.R.A.Tech has a dual

frequency but in this ground-truthing exercise we

operated the 100 kHz band, which results in penetra-
tion of up to approximately 0.3 or 0.4 m, and has the

highest resolution of the two. TOBI (not used on this

cruise) may resolve features that are too deeply buried

for O.R.A.Tech to identify.

5.1. Canyon Head region

Six gravity cores were taken in the Canyon Head

region: four in a transect across the upper reaches of

the main deep-water canyon (AT-282G to AT-285G),

one from the floor of the same canyon approximately

8 km nearer the shelf break up the canyon axis (AT-

286G) and one core (AT-287) was taken from a

mound off the canyon flank in the extreme SW of

the surveyed area, approximately 17 km up dip from

the canyon transect (Figs. 2 and 10C).
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features with drop cores. See text for details. (B) O.R.A.Tech profile showing core locations. Compare with Fig. 11.
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5.1.1. Canyon transect

Fig. 10C shows the core logs, the OKEAN data in

the canyon transect and PSAT 162 3.5 kHz profile

data in the immediate vicinity of the transect with the

positions of the cores.

Core AT-282G was targeted in an area of multiple

layering on the 3.5 kHz profile data which is outside

the canyon, and is thought to be the overbank area to

that canyon. The backscattering on the OKEAN is

medium to low. A linear feature at the core location

running NW–SE and then doglegging towards the

canyon and is probably a buried channel or canyon

(Fig. 10C). The core is not thought to penetrate this

object. The core recovered bedded hemipelagic sedi-

ment and three sands between 2.4 and 3.5 m that

contain siliciclastic material with foraminifera and

local glacial dropstones.

Core AT-283G was targeted on a topographic high

between the overbank and canyon axis areas, and is

thought to be the highest part of the canyon levee (or

erosional remnant, if not aggradational), with a trans-

parent mound structure clearly visible on the 3.5 kHz

data. The OKEAN sonograph shows medium–high

backscatter, although this is somewhat obscured by
the ship’s-track and by a nearby acquisition anomaly

on the sonograph. The core location is near the in-

ferred buried channel at core station AT-282G. The

core recovered bedded sands and foraminiferal ooze,

though it is dominated throughout by sand. Penetra-

tion was poor (0.8 m), and this was thought to be due

to the core barrel hitting deeper, impenetrable sand

below this level.

Core AT-284G was targeted on the deepest part of

the canyon, i.e. the inferred canyon thalweg, where

the 3.5 kHz profile shows a hard, shallow-penetra-

tion acoustic response with some diffractions. On the

OKEAN, the backscatter is medium and the sedi-

mentary body is clearly part of the bcauliflowerQ-
shaped area of the Canyon Head region. The core

recovered hemipelagic sediment and hit the top of a

muddy slump or debris flow interval, though core

penetration was poor (0.6 m). This area corresponds

to the location of two large transparent lenses within

the canyon.

Core AT-285G was targeted on a mounded fea-

ture on the canyon floor with highly irregular sea

floor topography, strong acoustic returns on the side

scan sonar, and diffractions on the 3.5 kHz profile.



Fig. 13. (A) Sedimentary core logs (depths in cm) AT-288 to AT-290G with (B) 3.5 kHz hull mounted profiler line PSAT 175 with core positions, and (C) core positions shown on the

OKEAN side scan sonar mosaic. AT-290 penetrated a debris flow with pebbles, corresponding to the transparent lens on the 3.5 kHz profile; AT-289 hit the feather edge of the debris

flow floored by turbidite sand, and AT-288 pelagic marls.
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The feature was interpreted as a slump mass on the

canyon floor. On the OKEAN the backscattering is

medium, a little higher than at station AT-284G, but

clearly in the axis of the main canyon at the down-

dip end of the bcauliflowerQ structure. The core

recovered a hemipelagic sequence with intercala-

tions of slumped material. The slumped intervals

are dewatered and extremely sticky in texture, mak-

ing it difficult to extract the sediment from the

core-liner.

5.1.2. Core AT-286G: Canyon Head core (Fig. 10)

Core AT-286G was taken approximately 7 km up-

canyon towards the headwall of the cauliflower pat-

tern imaged on the OKEAN mosaic (Figs. 3 and 10).

The core station was not targeted on the profile, but it

does coincide with the sonographs. On the OKEAN,

the location has low backscatter within the central part

of the cauliflower structure. A deep canyon with high

backscatter margins is seen clearly within the cauli-

flower. The core was targeted at the axial part of the

canyon floor, and recovered intercalated thick sandy

layers (the thickest recovered on the margin) and

hemipelagic sediments.

5.1.3. Core AT-287G: marginal mound feature

Core AT-287G was targeted using the 3.5 kHz

profile on a mounded structure on the flank of the

main canyon further up canyon from AT-286G. The

structure, despite its presence at an unusual depth

(~1300 m), was targeted as a possible carbonate

mound. Such carbonate mounds are commonly

found on the Porcupine Trough margin but at shal-

lower depths (~500–1200 m: Kenyon et al., 2003),

though Lophelia pertusa, the dominant coral species

that is found on these mounds, is known in water

depths up to 2000 m in the Atlantic (Le Danois,

1948). The structure is one of several features of the

same size seen on PSAT-161, at water depths between

1240 and 1280 m. On OKEAN, the core station is in a

localized area of high backscatter situated on the flank

or just outside a major SSW–NNE trending canyon

that feeds into the SW part of the bcauliflowerQ struc-
ture. There was no recovery in the gravity corer, but

there were sand and clasts (interpreted as dropstones)

in the core catcher, suggesting that the features are

more likely to be sediment waves than carbonate

mounds.
5.1.4. General interpretation of the Canyon Head

region

The bcauliflowerQ-shaped head area seen so spec-

tacularly on the OKEAN mosaic is not seen on the

shallower penetration TOBI mosaic (S.O.C. unpub-

lished data). On OKEAN, stacked linear canyon and

channel features and tributaries with low backscatter

are interpreted to record major phases of erosion and

sand deposition in the head area that do not occur at

present. On 3.5 kHz profiles the dominant sedimen-

tary bodies overprinting this older phase are slumps

and muddy debris flows. Most of the smaller-scale

mudflows and slumps are directed towards the canyon

and channel axes, away from the canyon walls. This

indicates that the system does not transport sand at

present. One slump body seen on TOBI and cored

twice is thought to have blocked the main canyon

axis, and subsequent sand transportation may have

been ponded behind it. In targeting sand with the

gravity corer, it was found that coring the topographic

highs near canyons, coring areas of low backscatter

near to the head of the system, and collecting samples

from the deepest part of a V-shaped thalweg, are the

most reliable ways. Other potentially sand-rich areas

were too deep below the sea floor (seen on OKEAN)

to be sampled by the 6 m gravity corer, largely due to

the thickness of the slumped masses. The overbank

area in particular (e.g. AT-282G) shows that relatively

recent large sandy turbidity currents moved through

the canyon, and spilled into this region. This is par-

ticularly impressive when one considers the width (17

km) and depth (~800 m) of the canyon. The timing of

these flows is thought to be towards the end of the last

glacial period, confirmed by their association with

dropstones.

5.2. Lower Slope region

Five cores were collected in the mixed erosional–

depositional, lower slope area of the Irish Margin

(Figs. 3 and 11). Cores AT-292G to AT-295G were

all selected on the basis of their backscatter character-

istics on O.R.A.Tech, in combination with informa-

tion about seafloor topography and acoustic response

from the 7.5 kHz profile (Fig. 12). Core AT-296G was

selected based on backscatter patterns. The cores were

taken in a strike (along-slope) transect (Fig. 3). Cores

AT-292G and AT-293G were targeted on depositional
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features on the profile, to test the reason for the

difference in backscatter on OKEAN and O.R.A.Tech.

Cores AT-294G and AT-295G were targeted on ero-

sional features. Core AT-296G was targeted on a very

high backscattering area seen on TOBI, where sea-

floor topography was unknown.

Core AT-292G was taken from an area of medium

backscatter on OKEAN and TOBI, and low backscat-

ter on O.R.A.Tech (Figs. 3 and 8). On the profile the

sub-bottom is characterized by deep penetration, mul-

tiple layering. A transparent layer was observed on the

profile, which can be traced laterally under core sta-

tion AT-293G, pinching out before station AT-292G

(Fig. 11). The core recovered a thick mudflow deposit

capped by Holocene marl.

Core AT-293G was taken from an area of medium–

high backscatter on both OKEAN and O.R.A.Tech

(Fig. 12). On the profile the seafloor reflects strongly

but otherwise is the same as station AT-292G. The

core recovered a mudflow deposit capped by a marl,

but separated by a 0.05 m thick clast-supported gravel

(Fig. 11).

Core AT-294G was taken from an area of medium–

high backscatter on OKEAN, a medium–high back-

scattering, narrow, linear feature on TOBI (with a

NW–SE orientation), and an area of low backscatter

on O.R.A.Tech. On the profile this area is in a small,

V-shaped channel with a thin layer of transparent

acoustic response underlain by stronger returns and

poor penetration (Fig. 11). The core had poor recov-

ery, with a Holocene marl capping sand. The marl is

interpreted to correspond to the transparent acoustic

facies on the 7.5 kHz, and the sand to be the top of the

higher amplitude acoustic facies below the channel

base. The O.R.A.Tech does not show the sand (0.38

m) due to lack of penetration.

Core AT-295G was taken from an area of medium

backscatter on OKEAN and low backscatter on

O.R.A.Tech. On the profile the core is from the mid-

dle of a zone of strong reflectivity within a flat-

bottomed, shallow depression. The core recovered a

thick hemipelagic sequence without sand, draped by

Holocene marl. The depression is interpreted as an

inactive, draped channel (Fig. 11).

Core AT-296G was taken from an area of me-

dium backscatter on OKEAN. The core recovered a

thick hemipelagic interval capped by a Holocene

marl, and separated by a thin clast-supported gravel
(reworked dropstone) layer, identical to that seen in

AT-293G.

5.2.1. General interpretation of the Lower Slope area

The different side scan sonar systems allow 3D

analysis of the upper sedimentary layers, in combina-

tion with 3.5 kHz, 7.5 kHz and seismic profiling

across the same transect (Figs. 11 and 12). The high

backscattering gravel layer seen on TOBI (S.O.C.

unpubl. data) is not as evident on OKEAN, because

it is not thick enough, and not as evident on

O.R.A.Tech, because it is partially buried. The same

can be said for sand-filled features such as the narrow

linear channel seen on TOBI, which is not clear on

OKEAN (Fig. 12), but perhaps shows up as a field of

linear features (acoustic facies 10 on O.R.A.Tech, Fig.

9). The transparent lens on the profile to the SW is

attributed to the (cored) mudflow that is buried by the

gravel layer in the centre of the profile. It is a sheet-

like lens extending across half of the profile, and is

thought to terminate at this locality rather than be

removed by erosion. The complex nature of mudflow

deposition, inferred from the profile and cores, cannot

be resolved from the sonographs, but it is inferred

here that there are many, interfingering mudflows

possibly coming from different local directions. This

is in agreement with conclusions from the Canyon

Head region; the system is now dominated by rework-

ing of intraslope mud. The gravel layers sampled at

AT-293 and AT-296 are thought to be of identical age.

Therefore the central part of the profile is interpreted

as an erosive valley (low relief area of erosion) that

truncated the gravel, and possibly the transparent lens

underneath.

5.3. Upper Rise region

Four cores were taken in the Upper Rise area.

Cores AT-288G to AT-290G were targeted on a

range of acoustic facies on the 3.5 kHz profile and

on OKEAN line PSAT-175. This section is a slope-

parallel transect in the depositional area of the Irish

Margin (Fig. 13).

Core AT-288G was targeted on the edge of a very

thin transparent lens on a topographic high otherwise

characterized by medium penetration, multiple layer-

ing (which deteriorates rapidly) in the sub-bottom.

The area is outside the wide, shallow valley that
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corresponds to the area downdip of the main canyon

mouth. The core recovered a hemipelagic sequence

with two coarse-grained, clast-supported layers at

0.85 and 0.9 m. These coarse-grained layers are over-

lain by silty hemipelagic sediments, which may cor-

relate with the sands in AT-289G, and the succession

is capped by Holocene marl. Two thin, silty–sandy

layers were recovered towards the bottom of the core.

Core AT-289G was targeted on the edge of the

shallow valley, on an undulose low-angle slope. The

3.5 kHz profile is characterized by the feather edge of

a thin transparent lens underlain by a strong reflector

and some deeper strong reflectors. The core recovered

a thick sequence, with the Holocene marl underlain by

a thin mudflow, underlain by several graded silty–

sandy layers (max. thickness 0.2 m), interbedded

with hemipelagic sediments, a thin, clast-supported

gravel at 1.3 m, and a thick package of hemipelagics

without gravel. Several thin silty layers are seen be-

tween 2.5 and 2.7 m.

Core AT-290G was targeted on an area of slightly

higher backscatter on the OKEAN, where the trans-

parent lens on the 3.5 kHz profile is thicker, and

nearer the deepest part of the shallow valley than in

core AT-289G. The core recovered a thick sequence,

with the Holocene marl underlain by a 3.7 m thick

mudflow, with various layers of gravel, some clast-

supported, at its lower parts. Due to their isolation in

mudflows or in situ deep-water muds, and distance

from potential source of such rounded gravels, they

are interpreted as dropstones. In situ Holocene sedi-

ments underlie the mudflow.
6. Discussion

Submarine canyons are a major feature of deep

marine slopes, and act as transfer zones for clastic

sediment to deeper water. Fan models usually place

the submarine canyon as the point source for the fan,

and other areas of the slope are typically mud prone

with mass-wasting being the main process of sediment

remobilisation. The Donegal Bay Canyon is an exam-

ple of such a sediment transfer zone from the north-

western European margin. The morphology of the

canyon was examined using a variety of methods,

including high resolution 3.5 kHz seismic profiling,

low and high-resolution sidescan sonar imaging, and
ground truthing of the acoustic facies using gravity

corers. The canyon was examined from its head area

down to the continental rise. The head area is a classic

example of a dcauliflowerT-shaped, head area, previ-

ously described as an damphitheatreT-like head area by
other workers (e.g. Kenyon et al., 1978). This head

region is the widest part of the canyon system, and

comprises a confluence area of a series of V-shaped

gullies, each with dimensions in the region of 100–

500 m wide and 150–300 m deep. The confluence

area is one of highly irregular sea floor, with multiple

V-shaped incisions within the larger canyon fairway.

Downdip the canyon passes rapidly into a single U-

shaped fairway that narrows to 2–3 km, with a depth

of 300 m. Downslope, the canyon is joined by several

other tributary canyons of varying dimensions, before

passing into a broad, shallow, scoured area and then

losing topographic expression on the continental rise.

The margins of the canyon are characterized in the

upper and medial reaches by terracing, giving the

canyon a dsteerheadT cross-sectional profile, and by

multiple slump scars, giving a dscallopedT morpholo-

gy to the edges of the fairway. This terraced character

and the prevalence of slump scars along the margins

has been described by other authors from slope can-

yons and channel complexes (e.g. Cronin et al., 1995;

Wheeler et al., 2003). The slump scars are interpreted

to reflect lateral wasting of canyon margins towards

the canyon axes by slumping. Terraces are interpreted

as reflecting larger scale wasting of the margins to-

wards the axes, by slow creep caused by rotational

slumping along discrete gravity faults. The surface

expression of this type of dslowT margin failure to-

wards the axis, seen in the OKEAN mosaic interpre-

tation in Fig. 4, is compelling. The implications of this

are far-reaching, as this type of canyon or slope

channel margin terracing, and even the position of

the interpreted faults from this model, is interpreted

as the product of dinside leveeT development in some

current models (Deptuck et al., 2003). In these mod-

els, the dipping reflectors that we interpret as parts of

the rotational slumps, are interpreted as the aggrada-

tional elements of a confined channel levee complex

within the main canyon or slope channel. Further-

more, the scalloped pattern, interpreted as axis-direct-

ed slump scars, is interpreted as the erosional margins

of underfit sinuous channel elements in the same

models. The dinside channelT model does not work
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for the Donegal Bay Canyon, and both end-member

models need to be tested more closely for other slope

channel and canyon complexes.

Submarine canyons are thought to initiate by head-

ward erosion of a submarine slump scar in the upper

slope region. As the feature gets larger due to contin-

ued retreat of the headwall, the canyon is modified by

episodes of mass wasting and the headwall retreats

towards the shelf break, where it becomes inclined to

trap turbidity currents spilling over the break. At this

point the canyon becomes a major sediment transfer

zone and if this process continues, the canyon may

erode back across the shelf towards any fluvial or

longshore drift sediment source. Most sediment is

transported to the end of the canyon system by tur-

bidity currents, and larger flows may even spill over

the walls of the canyons in the upper reaches, though

this is usually more common in the lower reaches,

where the canyon may pass into a leveed valley

system. Canyon bypass is the main phase of turbidite

fan growth, and corresponds to the classic Type I

turbidite system of Mutti (1985).

As relative sea level rises, present models infer that

the lower parts of the canyon will become deposition-

al, and that sand deposition is confined to the lower

slope area, perhaps with the fan backstepping into the

canyon mouth and even into the canyon itself. This

corresponds to a Type II turbidite system (Mutti,

1985). Continued sea level rise will see the sand

trapped on the shelf area, unable to be transported

into the submarine canyon as it is locked up-system.

The submarine canyon and slope area will thus revert

to a mud-starved doverbank wedgeT and the canyon

will be mud-plugged. This corresponds to a Type III

turbidite system (Mutti, 1985). Though this scheme

has been modified to take in subsequent concepts such

as flow efficiency, the main tenets remain the same in

the literature.

Fig. 14 is a model proposed to explain the mechan-

isms of filling observed in the vicinity of the Donegal

Bay Canyon. Three stages of activity within the main

canyon area are recognized during this filling period

(Fig. 14).

Stage 1 corresponds to the stages of sediment

bypass through the canyon, inferred to represent the

end of the last glacial low stand, when sand was

probably transported directly from a shallow Malin

Shelf area, where large volumes of sand were present
on the shelf, and initially bypassed the major Donegal

Bay Canyon into deeper water. The canyon base is

strongly erosive, even in the lower reaches, during this

stage. Occasionally sand was deposited adjacent to the

head area of the main canyon, thus spilling onto the

flat upper slope area in general. This has major impli-

cations for flow volumes as the canyon is 17 km wide

and up to 800 m deep in that area.

Stage 2 corresponds to a phase of mixed erosion and

deposition within the Donegal Bay Canyon. Sand is no

longer found outside the canyon in the upper reaches,

and the largest flows only managed to spill onto the

terraces within the main canyon in that area. Sand was

deposited in the upper and medial reaches of the can-

yon, and flows were smaller in volume and usually

confined to smaller channels within the main canyon.

Stage 3 saw a transition from sand and silt trans-

portation to one of muddy debris flow deposit and

slump dominance in the medial and lower reaches of

the Donegal Bay Canyon. These deposits are clearly

seen to overlie erosive features and coarser sediment

from stages 1 and 2 on the 3.5 kHz records. Slumps

were particularly common in the upper reaches, where

they blocked the main canyon trunk axis. Subsequent

turbidity currents that were transporting sand were

ponded in the canyon in the upper reaches, rather

than depositing sand sheets in the lower reaches of

the canyon. This is also complicated by sand spill over

from the shelfal region and from along slope trans-

portation of sediment as coarse sandy contourites

(Kenyon, 1986).

This paper presents a dataset where mechanisms

for canyon filling on a glaciated margin, which has

progressively drowned since the last glacial low stand,

are investigated. After a sustained phase of coarse

clastic sediment bypass through this major erosive

feature on the Irish Margin, the locus of sand deposi-

tion moved into the upper reaches. A later phase of

mass-wasting plugged the canyon and ponded the

sand in these upper reaches.

There are implications for the understanding of

deep-water slope channel complex filling, particularly

in West Africa where they are known to host major

fields of oil and gas (Mayall and Stewart, 2001).

There are many more potential stratigraphic hydrocar-

bon plays in this new model, particularly during stage

3, than predicted in existing models. Current under-

standing of the architecture of slope canyons is that
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they have complicated multi-phase fills between ini-

tial excavation, bypass and erosion, and eventual

plugging. In all of these models, the dquiescentT
phases of activity are always characterized by sinuous

channel elements, which underfill the larger canyons,

and produce sediment fill packages that are highly

heterogeneous and have distinctly lower net:gross

ratios. Sand is found as either erosional remnants of

point bars or as longitudinal, in-channel bars. Slumps

and debris flow deposits are not included in any of

these models. This model implies that longitudinal

slumping and debris flows from canyon margins are

major processes in canyon filling, in distal as well as

proximal canyon reaches. This will produce dmud

podsT of local derivation within canyon fills, and

will also produce sand bodies caused by ponding

like that described in this paper, which are not includ-

ed in current models for slope channel complexes

(Beaubouef and Friedmann, 2000; Campion et al.,

2000; Cronin et al., in press; Mayall and Stewart,

2001; Mayall et al., in press, Wonham et al., 2000).
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